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on mArCH 27, 1931, A united stAtes treAsurY AGent nAmed
frank J. Wilson wrote a four-page letter to his boss, elmer irey, the chief
of the intelligence unit of the internal revenue service. Although the
agency would not officially be named internal revenue service until

1953, it had unofficially and occasionally been using that name for decades before.
Wilson provided irey a status report of the ongoing investigation against Alphonse
(Al) Capone, including the names of new witnesses, as well as the information they
would testify to, including a witness who claimed he purchased $60,000 worth of

alcohol from Capone. A chemist was brought in to
analyze the alcohol and determined it had been poi-

soned. in addition to unreported income from
gambling and bootlegging, Agent Wilson

remarked that Capone had unreported income
related to prostitution, which if proven,

would increase the likelihood of a convic-
tion, and would cause the court to “no

doubt, inflict a heavier sentence than
would be inflicted if the income relat-

ed only to gambling.”1
much of the letter relates

to the agent’s complaint of not
having the office space and office sup-

plies he needs. He mentions the inves-
tigative team has four cabinets in the

office but are “badly in need” of two
or three more.  the three revenue

agents assigned to the case are
sharing one “ancient flat top

desk.” Wilson stated that he
had asked for a new desk from

the u.s. attorney's office, but to no
avail. “there is the usual stall around

here,” he laments.  Wilson suggests
that if money can’t be found to

obtain new space, office supplies
and a stenographer, maybe he,

the three revenue agents (W.C.
Hodgins, noble Clagett, and

Jacque Westrich) and the three other
special agents (nels tessem, who was so

good with numbers that irey called him a
“human Comptometer;”2 michael f. malone, who

was played by sean Connery in the 1987 movie The
Untouchables; and James sullivan) can take over space currently
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used by other treasury agents working on the police cases. the conditions made it
hard to work “effectively, efficiently, or intelligently,” and furthermore, “may
affect our health or our good nature during the summer months.”

something must have happened because in a letter the next month (April
8, 1931), Wilson advises the chief that he (Wilson) now has a new office, three
tables, a chair, and a stenographer named miss marie donahue, so the investigators
are “now in a position to perform our work without interruptions.”3 Although still
in need of furniture, Wilson was encouraged to have new space: “We all feel very
pleased over our new location.” 

He provided information about the case to the chief, including the fact
that the u. s attorney's office was considering a conspiracy charge against Capone
and the others.  Wilson concluded that for the years 1924-1929, inclusive, Capone
did not file any tax returns to report the $1,038,655.84 he received for his share in
gambling “illicit profit-making enterprises.”4 the New York Times mocked the
government for calculating such a minimal amount of unreported income, calling
it “astonishing in meagerness.”5 the tax due for that unreported income was
almost $220,000. With penalties added in the total amount was $383,705.
through his attorney, Capone acknowledged that one-sixth of the deposits and
funds handled by the syndicate could fairly and accurately be attributed to Capone.
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prosecutors did not claim this was all Capone’s unreported income, only the income
they were confidant they could prove.

during those years Capone had no property in his name, kept no books
and records, had no bank accounts, and with the exception of Western union wire
transfers, used cash exclusively. Capone was indicted on march 13, 1931, for the
income tax violations for the year 1924 (the six-year statute of limitation was to
expire two days later). on June 5, 1931, Capone was indicted a second time, on
twenty-two counts related to income tax violations for the years 1925-1929. the
unreported income that formed the basis of the indictment related strictly to gam-
bling. A week later, a third indictment came down against Capone, this one for con-
spiring to violate the prohibition laws.

Capone pleaded guilty in June 1931 to all counts in both tax indictments.
He and the prosecutors had worked out an agreement,

including the amount of time Capone would spend in
jail. However, that agreed-upon sentence turned out

in the eyes of the public and the media to be too
lenient. the government was lambasted and lam-

pooned for giving Capone a slap on the wrist.
not wanting to appear soft on America's

“number 1 criminal,” the judge refused to
accept the recommended sentence. He let

Capone know the sentence was going to
be much more severe and thus offered
Capone the opportunity to withdraw

his plea and take his chances at trial,
which is exactly what happened. the case

went to trial a few months later; Capone was found
guilty on october 17, 1931, on five of the twenty-three

counts listed in the first and second indictments.
A biographer of Capone characterized Wilson as an

“investigative accountant, whose forte was dogged, exhaustive,
sitzfleisch (dogged determination) examination of records.”6 (one of the

underappreciated joys of reading: stumbling upon interesting words like
sitzfleisch!) All those details came out at trial, where Capone did not attempt to
refute the gambling income. instead, he tried to offset winnings against losses that
he claimed to have incurred with bookmakers for betting on horse races. Capone
brought in some of his friends to testify about the horse racing losses. they were
later convicted of perjury for this testimony.

the government had to tie the records of the gambling establishment to
Capone. the records themselves only had numbers and dates on them. the chal-
lenge got accomplished in large part due to some bad timing – a few years earlier –
on Capone's part. during a raid of a Cicero gambling establishment in 1925
(Capone was not there at the time of the raid), the authorities stationed a couple
men at the doors as guards so no one could enter or leave during the search. Who
should show up, and insist on entry, but Al Capone?  the angry Capone adamantly
insisted to be let in. Why should they let him in and who was he? Why, Al Capone,
of course, and he owned the place! that tirade made it easier for the government to
connect the gambling income to Capone. Also making it much easier to get a convic-
tion were the statements Capone's lawyer had made acknowledging Capone's profits

During those years Capone had no property in his name, kept no
books and records, had no bank accounts, and with the exception of
Western Union wire transfers, used cash exclusively.
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from the enterprise.
As for finding Cicero, illinois, the heart of Capone's operation, it was some-

times said that if you smelled gunpowder, you were there.7 All those gambling prof-
its could pay for some lavish expenditures.  Capone hosted a party, which set him
back $3,000, in a Chicago hotel for the dempsey-tunney prize fight in september
1927.  A 1926 Kentucky derby party set him back $4,925.  A marshall field sales-
man said Capone paid $213.50 in november 1928 for several items including 28 ties
at $4 each. He also bought precisely 23 suits in a one-year period (may 1927 to
April 1928) for $135 each (not all for Capone). the suits came with heavy pockets
sewn in because of the revolvers the wearers would carry. in addition, Capone
bought four suits of union underwear of italian glove silk for $12 each; custom
made shirts ranging in price from $18-$27 each; a mcfarlane deluxe Cabriolet
auto for $12,500, and a house in miami Beach for $50,000 in cash. He also pur-
chased 25 ladies beaded bags for $22.50 each and 30 diamond-studded belt buckles
for $275 each. Capone's telephone bill for the miami Beach house was $3,141 in
1929 and $3,061 in 1930, relatively small change when you consider what his orga-
nization paid for the telephone bill for his home at Chicago's lexington Hotel for
the period of August 1928 to september 1930 – more than $38,000!  for approxi-
mately this same period, Capone's organization paid the hotel more than $21,000.

in addition to reviewing records and interviewing witnesses, information
was gathered by tapping telephone lines. Agent Wilson stated that “through cooper-
ation from other sources we were legally furnished with information related to and
transcripts of telephone conversation[s] over certain lines.”8

Conspicuously missing from this story is the name eliot ness. the work
ness and his men (“the untouchables”) did resulted in a single prohibition charge
which was quietly dropped by the government after prohibition was repealed.
through movies and television shows, we’ve all heard the amazing, overblown
exploits of eliot ness.  But in reality it’s Hollywood fiction.  in his fifty-nine-page
single spaced report laying out all the details of the tax case against Capone, Wilson
went to great lengths to list the names of no fewer than twenty-two people who had
assisted in the investigation and/or who were in the chain of command.  eliot ness
was not mentioned a single time in the entire report.  eliot ness was an honorable,
industrious and successful prohibition agent, but Capone didn’t get convicted for
anything related to prohibition or alcohol. He got convicted for tax violations relat-
ed to unreported gambling income. 

eliot ness didn't “get” Capone.  frank Wilson did.
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